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NOTES ADS has announced another increase on Geosynthetics effective 4/12/21.

Contact your trader to place orders now and beat the increase.

Hager Companies has received multiple notices of Force Majeure from some

of their essential raw material suppliers. This will directly impact the bearing

components used in their hinges. Lead times will be extended. Contact your

trader for more information regarding specific lead times.

Seasonal Goods: Cedar mulch manufacturer SBC is struggling to keep up with

production, and suppliers have already oversold their allocation due to the

increased demand. Expect to see another strong year for lawn and garden

products. Orders placed today will be on a waiting list with no guarantee for

securing material.

FASTENERS Volatile Extended

ALL Price increases and lead times are still an issue. Containers of fasteners are

being held up at the port in China due to lack of space on vessels. (PPE is

taking priority over other items.) Ocean freight is still at a premium. Warehouse

prices seem to be better than futures, but this is extremely volatile. Be sure to

stock up this month and stay ahead of future increases.

COPPER Volatile Standard

ALL Escalating costs on raw materials have lead to copper tube mills announcing an

increase. The global copper supply is tight and getting tighter, and we expect

this volatility to continue well into the future.

REBAR Volatile Varies

ALL Rebar pricing is going up once again due to limited supply and trucking. Expect

pricing to remain above $42 cwt for at least another 60 days. Imported

material will be arriving in June and will be as high as today's pricing. If your

stock is low, buy now to cover your needs for the next 30-60 days. Lead times

are becoming extended as demand started increasing.

MESH Volatile Varies

ALL Wire mesh lead times are extended in most regions, and those lead times will

extend futher as demand increases. 5x10 10g mesh is now over $6 per sheet

and has at least a four week lead time in most markets. Contact your trader
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for current pricing and lead times.

POLY/RESIN BASED Volatile Varies
PRODUCTS

ALL PVC resin suppliers are still reporting tightness in the supply chain, which is

leading to extended lead times. ADS ARC chambers are experiencing a 3-12

week lead time depending on the SKU. Caulk and adhesives lead times have

also been extended due to the resin shortage. Keep this in mind for all of your

current and future needs.

Merfish United (United Pipe & Steel) has also made us aware of a 6% price

increase taking effect immediately.

ALUMINUM Volatile Varies

ALL Be advised: Amerimax-Berger Gutter Coil is running near a 16 week lead time.

Quality Edge announced a 15% price increase on all steel product orders

placed on or after April 15th. Regardless of your source for exterior edgings,

cover your spring needs now since pricing is going to be up and production will 

continue to be an issue through the first half of the year at least.

METAL ROOFING/SIDING Volatile Varies

ALL Current pricing from mills reflects increasing steel costs. In addition to steel,

increases are coming for paint, galvanized coatings, fasteners and freight.

Expect continued price volatility and potential extended lead times through 

the first half of 2021. See increase letters posted in the News Brief under

Specialties to stay up to date with your current vendors. Contact your preferred

supplier for current pricing and lead times.

MA = Mid-Atlantic / MW = Midwest / NE = Northeast / SE = Southeast / SW = Southwest / W = West / ALL = All Regions
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